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ABSTRACT Tension generation in muscle occurs during the attached phase of the ATP-powered cyclic interaction of myosin
heads with thin ﬁlaments. The transient nature of tension-generating intermediates and the complexity of the mechanochemical
cross-bridge cycle have impeded a quantitative description of tension generation. Recent experiments performed under special
conditions yielded a sigmoidal dependenceof ﬁber tension on temperature—aunique case that simpliﬁes the system to a two-state
transition. We have applied this two-state analysis to kinetic data obtained from biexponential laser temperature-jump tension
transients. Here we present the forward and reverse rate constants for de novo tension generation derived from analysis of the
kinetics of the fast laser temperature-jump phase t2 (equivalent of the length-jump phase 2slow). The slow phase t3 is temperature-
independent indicating coupling to rather than a direct role in, de novo tension generation. Increasing temperature accelerates the
forward, and slows the reverse, rate constant for the creation of the tension-generating state. Arrhenius behavior of the forward and
anti-Arrhenius behavior of the reverse rate constant is a kinetic signature of multistate multipathway protein-folding reactions. We
conclude that locally unfolded tertiary and/or secondary structure of the actomyosin cross-bridge mediates the power stroke.
INTRODUCTION
A hallmark of tension generation in striated muscle is that
tension rises as temperature increases. Therefore, an endo-
thermic (heat-absorbing), entropy driven (order-disorder) re-
action generates tension in muscle. Assuming a tractable
mechanism, co-analysis of the temperature dependencies of
ﬁber isometric tension and the kinetics of tension generation
should rigorously characterize the process. First indications
that tension generation could be simpliﬁed and treated as
single-step isomerization came from the observation of an
apparent two-state dependence of ﬁber isometric tension on
temperature (1). The term ‘‘apparent’’ is used to indicate that
simple two-state behavior is manifested by a more complex
ATP-driven mechanochemical cycle functioning within the
crystal-like structure of the sarcomere. The thesis of this
article is that by using the simplest of kinetic models,
temperature dependencies of the forward and reverse rate
constants of tension generation can be determined to give
insights into the physical mechanism of tension generation in
muscle.
The swinging lever-arm mechanism is considered to
generate tension in muscle (2). In this model, the proximal
catalytic domain of the myosin head is ﬁrmly attached to
actin while the distal lever-arm domain swings some 60 in a
power-stroke to generate tension and movement. Thus, lo-
calized structural changes in the actin-attached proximal re-
gion of the head are communicated to, and ampliﬁed by, the
distal tail or lever-arm. At the level of the sarcomere, the
ATP-driven contractile cycle is mediated by myosin heads,
which extend from the thick ﬁlament backbone and asyn-
chronously attach, generate tension, and detach from adja-
cent actin thin ﬁlaments. The cycle is initiated by the tight
binding of ATP (T) to the actomyosin rigor complex. This
interaction dissociates myosin from actin and reverses the
power stroke. Hydrolysis of ATP to a myosin, ADP (D), and
Pi (P) ternary complex (MDP) follows. Both MTP and MDP
states have similar afﬁnities for actin. However, the actin-
catalyzed release of phosphate with its associated large free
energy change drives the reaction forward to favor the for-
mation of AMD attached states (3). Tension generation is
linked to this free energy change associated with Pi release,
but opinion is divided as to whether the transition occurs
before (4–6), during (7,8), or after (9–13) Pi release. Dis-
charge of cross-bridge tension by movement and rotation of
the myosin tail facilitates the strain-sensitive dissociation of
ADP to complete the cycle.
Kinetic experiments on contracting muscle ﬁbers provide
a powerful technique to probe both the mechanism of de
novo tension generation (creation of a tension generating
state from a pretension generating state) and its location within
the cross-bridge cycle. Of the different kinetic techniques
employed, small perturbations applied to maximally Ca21
activated single muscle ﬁbers contracting isometrically are
the method of choice to quantify and characterize mechanical
tension transients (14,15). One important reason is that the
interconversion of intermediate states before and after rate-
limiting steps are probed simultaneously as exponential pro-
cesses. In contrast, a large-perturbation initiates a process in
which reaction steps are probed sequentially to provide in-
formation up to, but not beyond, the rate-limiting step. Small
perturbations also enable nonlinear (second and higher order
in concentration) differential rate equations to be linearized
(pseudo-ﬁrst order in concentration). Small-perturbation
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methods commonly used in muscle research include laser
temperature-jump (T-jump), length-jump (L-jump), pressure-
jump (P-jump), and the various concentration jumps (re-
leased from precursor ‘‘caged’’ compounds by photolysis)
that include phosphate-jump (Pi-jump) and adenosine di-
phosphate jump (ADP-jump) experiments (e.g., Table 2 in
(12)). Of all available methods, classical L-jump experiments
generate the most complex kinetic response consisting of
four exponential phases (phases 2fast, 2slow, 3, and 4) and one
amplitude (phase 1). L-jump tension transients are com-
monly used as the reference system because all intermediate
states that generate tension or bear tension, either transiently
or continuously, are perturbed. In contrast to homogeneous
reactions in solution, exponential kinetic phases in muscle
ﬁbers can arise from two distinct sources:
1. Perturbation of the contractile cycle (tension generation,
and the cyclic hydrolysis of ATP by the actomyosin
ATPase).
2. Perturbation of the viscoelastic properties of the muscle
proteins, processes deﬁned as largely independent of the
structural changes associated with the cross-bridge cycle.
Accordingly, in L-jump experiments, phases 2slow, 3, and
4 are a product of the contractile cycle, while phases 1 and
2fast arise from the elastic/viscoelastic properties of the
proteins (see (15)). The laser T-jump used in the experiments
described here results in a much simpler kinetic response.
This is because relative movement of thick and thin ﬁlaments
is virtually eliminated in laser T-jump experiments on con-
tracting muscle ﬁbers. Thus, T-jump phases t2 and t3 are the
direct result of the step change in temperature, and are
respectively equivalent to L-jump phases 2slow and 4 (10,16).
The fastest of the phases, the small-amplitude t1 is the
product of a mini L-jump imposed by thermal expansion
of the ﬁber, and is considered an indirect consequence of the
T-jump. Of the T-jump phases, only t2 and its equivalent
L-jump phase 2slow are considered associated with de novo
tension generation (10,16). Unique temperature dependen-
cies of the kinetics enable individual exponential T-jump and
L-jump phases (and phases from other small ‘‘jump’’
experiments) to be cross-correlated with a high degree of
certainty (e.g., Table 2 in (12)).
To make tension generation tractable for analysis in this
study, we use data obtained from rabbit psoas fast ﬁbers in the
presence of low concentrations of ADP and Pi. Under these
conditions, tension plotted against temperature is sigmoidal in
form thus approximating a two-state single-step reaction
between pre-force-generating and force-generation states (1).
The relationships between the T-jump phase t2 and ﬁber
tension is analyzed quantitatively to give the forward and
reverse rate constants of tension generation. Arrhenius plots
of these rate data provide the activation enthalpy and entropy
values for tension generation and its reversal. Activation
parameters are useful because they provide insights into the
nature of the structural changes that occur on tension gen-
eration. This is achieved by comparing the DHz and DSz
values for the forward and reverse rates of tension generation
with data in the protein self-assembly, conformational change,
and folding literature. A preliminary account of these experi-
ments has appeared in abstract form (17).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The design of the laser T-jump, the preparation of detergent-skinned muscle
ﬁbers, the method of activation and of data analysis are described in detail
elsewhere (10,15,16). Rabbits were sacriﬁced under NHLBI Animal Care
and Use Protocol 2-MC-30(R). The ionic strength of the solutions was 0.2 M
and were the same as those used by Davis and Harrington (10). Glycerol
2-phosphate is used as a temperature-insensitive buffer at pH 7.1.
Determination of the forward and reverse rate
constants for tension generation
The temperature dependence of isometric tension and the kinetics of tension





A is the pre-force-generating state, B is the force-generating state, and
isometric tension is used as a measure of the concentration of B. We initially
reasoned that tension per cross-bridge would change little over the
temperature range used, since polymer elasticity is generally proportional
to absolute temperature (1). Optical trap experiments support this by
showing that tension per head of both myosin (18) and kinesin (19) appears
temperature-independent, validating the approximation. Thus, the tension
versus temperature data is ﬁtted to the two-state model isomerization of Eq. 1.
Here the apparent equilibrium constant KT at a particular temperature T is
determined by DHo (enthalpy change), Tm (transition midpoint temperature),
PN (tension at inﬁnite temperature), and A0 (the total concentration of actin-
attached pre-force- and force-generating states):
KT ¼ ½B=½A ¼ k1=k1 ¼ expððDHo=RÞð1=T  1=TmÞÞ:
(2)
The parameters DHo, Tm, and PN were obtained from the tension versus
temperature data using nonlinear least-squares analysis and the relationships
PN ¼ ½A0 ¼ ½A1 ½B (3)
½B ¼ ½A0  ½A0=ð11 expððDHo=RÞð1=T  1=TmÞÞÞ:
(4)
The observed rate constant or reciprocal relaxation time 1/t2 for the
Eq. 1 mechanism is
1=t2 ¼ k11 k1: (5)
Forward and reverse rate constants at a particular temperature are
determined as (e.g., (20))
k1 ¼ 1=t2=ðKT1 1Þ; (6)
k1 ¼ 1=t2  k1: (7)
Activation energies (EA) for the forward and reverse rate constants are
determined from Arrhenius plots of the k1 and k1 rate constants where A is
the preexponential factor, R is the gas constant, and T is absolute temperature
(21):
k ¼ A expðEA=RTÞ: (8)
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Reformulation of the Arrhenius equation using transition-state theory
for a ﬁrst-order isomerization results in the relationship
k ¼ ðkBT=hÞexpðDSz=RÞexpðDHz=RTÞ; (9)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck constant, DS
z is the
entropy of activation, and DHz is the enthalpy of activation (21,22).
RESULTS
We investigate the roles of the laser T-jump phases in tension
generation and obtain the forward and reverse rate constants
for tension generation from the two-state analysis of t2. To do
this, quantitative relationships are established between ﬁber
isometric tension and the kinetics. Two-state van’ t Hoff anal-
ysis is used to obtain the thermodynamic parameters that
govern steady-state ﬁber tension. Phase t2 amplitude data
are compared directly with the temperature dependence of
isometric tension to show a common origin. The key to this
analysis is the temperature-dependent equilibrium constant
(KT) for tension generation, which is used to calculate the
forward and reverse rate constants for tension generation from
the observed rate constant (1/t2) data obtained from laser
T-jump experiments on single muscle ﬁbers at different tem-
peratures. Arrhenius plots of the temperature dependencies of
the forward and reverse rate constants for tension generation
provide their respective activation parametersDGz,DHz, and
DSz. Transition state theory is applied to show that thermo-
dynamic parameters DGo, DHo, and DSo for the two-state
temperature dependence of ﬁber tension relate quantitatively
to the activation parameters obtained from the kinetics.
Temperature dependence of isometric tension
We apply a method used earlier (1) to characterize the
sigmoidal dependence of isometric tension on temperature
(Fig. 1). These data are sourced from the same article of
Ranatunga’s (23) as are the T-jump kinetics we later analyze
in conjunction with our own T-jump data. The van’t Hoff
equation and the two-state mechanism of Eq. 1 were used to
obtain the thermodynamic parameters governing ﬁber ten-
sion listed in the ﬁgure legend. The data set used ﬁrst (1)
proved to have an anomalously high Tm of 14.5C, while the
Tm of 9.9 6 0.6C for the reaction midpoint obtained here
is comparable to the ;8C value determined under similar
conditions in more recent work (24).
Laser T-jump tension transients
Kinetic data were obtained by applying a small 5C step
increase in temperature to a ﬁber contracting under isometric
conditions. Temperature-sensitive steps in the cycle are si-
multaneously perturbed by a small amount. The resulting
tension transient arises from the kinetically controlled
adjustment of the steady state to new conditions at the higher
temperature and has the typical form of the sum of a series of
exponential processes (or relaxations) (23,25,26). Laser
T-jump tension transients consist of three exponential phases
(Fig. 2) of which only the slower two kinetic phases t2
(orange) and t3 (green) arise from the effect of temperature on
the cross-bridge cycle (10,23). As mentioned in the Introduc-
tion, the fastest phase, the small-amplitude t1 (black), is the
product of a mini L-jump (instantaneous drop in tension)
imposed by thermal expansion of the ﬁber and is considered
an indirect consequence of the T-jump (10). We therefore
exclude this small-amplitude, movement-induced phase from
our analysis to focus on the heat-induced increase in ﬁber
tension caused by the biphasic tension transient governed by
t2 and t3.
Temperature dependencies of the rates and
amplitudes of t2 and t3
Kinetic phases are deﬁned by an observed rate constant and a
reaction amplitude. Often rates alone are taken into consid-
eration when deriving reaction mechanisms from experi-
mental data. However, rigorous kinetic analysis gains from
having both rate and amplitude data taken into account when
formulating mechanisms.
Amplitude data is evaluated ﬁrst, because it has a simple
and direct relationship to temperature versus tension data
(Fig. 1) in that the amplitudes of phases t2 (orange) and t3
(green) (Fig. 2) add to give the increase in isometric tension
with temperature (1,10). It is evident from Fig. 3, that plots
of amplitude versus temperature data for t2 (orange) and t3
FIGURE 1 Temperature dependence of isometric tension analyzed as a
two-state transition. The continuous line represents a nonlinear least-squares
ﬁt (1) to a single-step isomerization between pre-force-generating and force-
generating states. Fitted parameters to the van’ t Hoff equation were DHo of
116.1 6 13.6 kJ mol1, Tm of 9.9 6 0.6C and maximum tension 184 6 5
kPa and R ¼ 0.984. The entropy change (DSo) was 410.6 6 48.1 J K1
mol1. Data were obtained from Fig. 4 a of Ranatunga (23).
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(green) have a common bell-shaped form. A remarkable
feature of the amplitudes of the two kinetic phases is that the
amplitude of t3 is a constant and temperature-independent
33.5 6 2.2% greater than the corresponding t2 values at
temperatures above 6C (1). This causes a proportional ver-
tical offset between these two otherwise identical bell-shaped
curves (Fig. 3). Both, in turn, closely resemble the ﬁrst
derivative (instantaneous slope, Fig. 3, black) of the ﬁt to the
temperature dependence of isometric tension (Fig. 1). Thus,
apart from differences in magnitude, each has the symmet-
rical bell-shaped form unique to the reversible single-step
ﬁrst-order reaction of Eq. 1. Comparable Tm values of
;10C (the temperature at which KT is unity) for t2, t3, and
isometric tension (Fig. 3) indicate a speciﬁc single-step re-
action as common origin. A mechanism for the departure of
these amplitude data from the two-state scheme of Eq. 1 at
temperatures below 6C is discussed later. Based on these
amplitude data alone, the simplest interpretation is that both
kinetic phases could be directly involved in tension gener-
ation. Rate data is needed to further constrain the mecha-
nism.
Temperature dependencies of observed rate constants for
the two phases that comprise the T-jump tension transient are
illustrated in Fig. 4. An Arrhenius plot of the apparent rate
constant or reciprocal relaxation time of t2 (orange) illus-
trates the requisite temperature sensitivity for a source of
ﬁber tension (10,11,23). Phase t3 fails the de novo tension-
generation test because its rate is temperature-independent
(green). This observation directly implies that the forward
and reverse rate constants for the reaction are invariant with
temperature; consequently, the equilibrium constant for
that reaction is, by deﬁnition, temperature-independent. This
behavior effectively excludes t3 from a direct role in a
decidedly temperature-sensitive reaction like tension gener-
ation.
Forward and reverse rate constants of
tension generation
The possibility of a two-state link between ﬁber tension and
the rate of t2, the one remaining candidate tension-generat-
ing phase, is considered next. The simplest of mechanisms in
which tension is generated by a fast isolated single-step
isomerization (Eq. 1) in a slow steady-state cross-bridge





The relationship between 1/t2 the observed rate constant
and the individual forward and reverse rate constants for
such a tension-generating step is depicted in Eq. 5. Pairs of
t2 (Fig. 4) and KT (Fig. 1) values and Eqs. 6 and 7 were used
to calculate the forward (k1) and reverse rate constants (k1)
for tension generation. The resultant Arrhenius plots of these
rate data (Fig. 5) show k1 to be accelerated by, and k1 to
be slowed (anti-Arrhenius behavior, characterized by an
‘‘effective’’ negative activation enthalpy), by increasing tem-
perature. A characteristic of such kinetics is that the observed
FIGURE 2 Laser T-jump tension transient. A single, skinned, maximally
Ca21 activated, rabbit psoas ﬁber contracting isometrically was heated by
5C in ,1 ms to a postjump temperature of 11C at the arrow. Nonlinear
least-squares ﬁt to the sum of three exponentials was applied to the these data
(10). Resolved ﬁts to phases, t1, t2, and t3, are labeled and the overall ﬁt (the
sum of their amplitudes) is drawn as a solid line through shaded raw data.
Adapted from Davis and Rodgers (11).
FIGURE 3 Temperature dependencies of the amplitude of t2. Bell-
shaped, two-state dependence of amplitudes (DPo/DT) of t2 (orange) and t3
(green) on prejump temperature. Comparison of Tm values obtained from
Gaussian ﬁts (1C datum excluded) to the amplitudes of t2 (10.6 6 0.8C)
and t3 (10.0 6 1.1C) with the ﬁrst derivative (dPo/ dT, black) (9.9 6
0.6C) of the van’ t Hoff ﬁt to ﬁber tension (Fig. 1) indicates a common
source of signal. Error bars are mean 6 SE.
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rate constant for t2 should ﬁrst decline and then rise on
cooling at an inﬂection point at the Tm of 9.9C. This
particular form of the curve is barely visible at the low
temperature limit of the laser T-jump kinetic data in Fig. 5
(orange). Only the decline and plateau of the observed rate
constant on cooling is evident in the raw data. However, the
extrapolated ﬁt to the 0C (right-hand) intercept does show
all the features. This is due in part to the relatively shallow
slope of the reverse, as opposed to the forward rate constant.
However, the expected full triphasic ‘‘dog’s leg,’’ chevron,
or V-shaped form is a distinctive feature of Arrhenius plots
of the functionally equivalent L-jump phase 2slow (10,
12)—primarily a consequence of the L-jump data extending
down to a 5C lower temperature. A similar analysis of these
L-jump kinetic data is presented elsewhere (unpublished).
Transition-state theory provides the formal link between
these rate constants and ﬁber tension. Activation enthalpy
and entropy values (see Materials and Methods) for k1 and
k1 are listed in Fig. 5. We also calculated DH
z and DSz
values using Ranatunga’s independently obtained t2 rate
data (Fig. 6 a in (23)). Values determined for k1 were DH
z¼
89.4 kJ mol1 and DSz ¼ 99.8 J mol1 K1; and for k1
DHz¼ 26.8 kJ mol1 and DSz¼ 310.9 J mol1 K1, all
within a few percent of our own values (Fig. 5 and below).
Granted the correct model, thermodynamic parameters can
be calculated from the activation parameters for k1 and k1
with the equations DHo ¼ DHzk1  DHzk1 andDSo ¼ DSzk1
DSzk1. Thus, DHo¼ 88.3 (28.9)¼ 117.2 kJ mol1 and
DSo ¼ 98.9  (315.2) ¼ 414.1 J mol1 K1 values
obtained from the kinetics are comparable to the directly
determined thermodynamic parameters for DHo of 116.1 6
13.6 kJ mol1 and DSo of 410.66 48.1 J K1 mol1 (Fig. 1).
To conclude, it appears that both rates and amplitudes are con-
sistent with apparent two-state tension generation by t2.
DISCUSSION
We have described experiments that relate the kinetics of
tension generation to isometric force in muscle ﬁbers. The
rather remarkable observation that a single-step isomeriza-
tion is sufﬁcient to model the temperature-dependencies of
ﬁber tension and the rate and amplitude of a particular kinetic
phase has deﬁnite consequences for our understanding of the
mechanism of muscle contraction.
Two-state tension generation in a
steady-state pathway
Details of the kinetic and equilibrium behavior of the simple
two-state isomerization are outlined under Materials and
Methods. We have discovered conditions that allow tension
generation by a normally complex and analytically intrac-
table multistep contractile cycle to be reduced to an apparent
single-step isomerization of the actomyosin cross-bridge.
FIGURE 5 Arrhenius plots of the forward and reverse rate constants for
tension generation. The rate of k1 (red) increases with temperature while the
rate of k1 (blue) decreases (anti-Arrhenius behavior). The sum of the ﬁts to
the forward and reverse rate constants (orange) are drawn through 1/t2
values from Fig. 4. The forward and reverse rate constants for tension
generation were calculated from the thermodynamic parameters governing
the temperature dependence of ﬁber isometric tension (Fig. 1), and t2 values
(Fig. 4). Rates for k1 and k1 were 168 and 30.3 s
1 (20C) and 1728 and
14.1 s1 (40C), respectively. Activation parameters for k1 wereDHz¼ 88.3
kJ mol1, DSz¼ 98.9 J mol1 K1, and R¼ 0.993; for k1 DHz¼28.9 kJ
mol1, DSz ¼ 315.2 J mol1 K1, and R ¼ 0.850.
FIGURE 4 Temperature dependencies of the rates of t2 and t3. Arrhenius
plot of the observed rate constants for phases t2 (orange) and t3 (green)
versus postjump temperature. The temperature-independent rate constant
of t3 (green) excludes this slow transition (12.6 6 0.6 s
1) from de novo
tension generation (1,16). Error bars are mean 6 SE. Adapted from Davis
and Rodgers (11).
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The existence of such an experimental ‘‘window’’ requires
that the tension-generating transition, in which the pre-force-
generating state is converted to the force generating state, be
largely insensitive to changes in other intermediate states of
the cross-bridge cycle. Core requirements for this type of
behavior by a single-step reaction in a steady-state cycle
include: 1), the transition has to be fast compared with the
overall rate of the cycle; and 2), changing temperature will
alter the ratio of the pre-force-generating state to the force-
generating state (tension changes with temperature), but the
sum of the concentrations of the two states must remain
constant. These two requirements are discussed next.
A muscle ﬁber contracting under isometric condition is in
a steady state powered by the hydrolysis of ATP. To avoid
signiﬁcant bias to the observed rate constant of a two-state
transition by ﬂow, the rate of the transition has to be much
faster than the ﬂux through the functioning cycle. This
requirement ensures that the reaction being characterized is
close to equilibrium, and can be studied as such. A similar
simpliﬁcation was ﬁrst used in the modeling tension gen-
eration by phase 2 in pioneering experiments some 35 years
ago (27). In rabbit fast psoas ﬁbers contracting under iso-
metric conditions, ﬂux or ﬂow through the cross-bridge cycle
is known to be slow (0.84 s1 at 10C (28), and 3.2 s1 at
20C (29)). These rate data assume all heads in a ﬁber
generate tension. It is, however, probably wise to double
these values, because it is likely that,50% of myosin heads
are engaged in tension generation (30). We conclude that
the ﬂux through the cycle will only slightly affect the value
of the ;50-fold faster forward rate constant (k1) we record
in our experiments.
The second requirement for two-state analysis of the
amplitude of phase t2 and of ﬁber tension (but not rate data)
is that the sum of the two participating intermediate states
(pre-force-and force-generating) must remain constant re-
gardless of temperature. This condition is met because the
temperature dependence of the amplitude of t2 and t3 is bell-
shaped above 5C—the unique form of a single-step ﬁrst-
order reaction with a maximum where KT ¼ 1 and both
reactants are equal in concentration. Were coupling to ad-
jacent reactions to occur, the bell-shaped form would be
distorted. We therefore conclude that all accessible myosin-
binding sites on the thin ﬁlaments are fully occupied at and
above 5C. Rapid attachment of MDP cross-bridges to actin
and a rate-limiting detachment of AMD cross-bridges prob-
ably serve to maintain saturation (see (31) and references
therein). The decline in amplitude observed at 1C (Fig. 4
and (1)) indicates that thin ﬁlaments are no longer saturated
with myosin heads, and that the sum of the concentrations
of the pre-force- and force-generating states has declined. A
related discontinuity has been observed in the amplitude of
phase 2slow, the L-jump equivalent of t2, at low temperatures
(10,12). Inspection of Eqs. 4 and 5 shows that two-state
analysis of amplitudes, but not of rate data, fails under such
conditions. The observed decline in saturation is probably
the result of limiting concentrations of MDP heads ready to
bind to actin. A plausible explanation is that both observa-
tions probably result from the temperature sensitivity of ATP
hydrolysis by myosin where the equilibrium constant in-
creases from 1.6 at 3C to 7 at 20C (32). Low temperatures
favor the MT state, causing a reciprocal reduction in the
concentration of the reactive MDP state. We conclude that
actin is saturated with myosin heads at and above 5C.
Submaximal activation by Ca21 at low temperatures might
also contribute to the effect. Further support for this inter-
pretation comes from the observation that instantaneous stiff-
ness (a measure of the number of attached heads) is constant
above 5C but drops below this temperature (J. S. Davis,
personal observation). Temperature dependencies like this,
in which stiffness decreases at low temperatures and is con-
stant at higher temperatures, have previously been described
in rat ﬁbers (33). A decrease in the number of strongly
attached cross-bridges at low temperatures is consistent with
this observation. In this instance, the exception has proved
the rule, which is why two-state analysis of amplitude data
is limited to 5C and above.
Tension generation and the cross-bridge cycle
We now consider two-state tension generation in the wider
context of an ATP-driven cross-bridge cycle. A central re-
quirement for two-state analysis is that the tension-gen-
erating isomerization must be independent of, and thus
unaffected by, kinetic or equilibrium coupling/linkage to all
upstream and downstream steps in the cycle. It must, apart
from the slow steady-state ﬂux through the reaction, function
as a reaction in isolation (Eq. 10). As discussed, all that is
required to maintain two-state tension generation in general
is: 1), a slow unidirectional ﬂux in and out of a faster tension-
generating isomerization; and 2), the sum of the pre-force-
and force-generating states must remain constant. Tension
generation by muscle ﬁbers is governed at two different
levels of organization: One is the ATP-driven biochemical
pathway that largely determines the sequence and rates of
interconversion of various intermediate states of by actin and
myosin during the cross-bridge cycle. The other concerns
mechanical coupling/cooperativity between ensembles of
cross-bridges imposed by the paracrystalline array of over-
lapping thick and thin ﬁlaments in the sarcomere (27,34–36).
We show that under the stringent mechanochemical con-
straints of our experiments these potentially complicating
issues, from known properties of the mechanochemical
cross-bridge cycle, have little affect on the manifestation of
single-step tension generation and on the rate constants we
determine for tension generation. The location of the tension-
generating step within the cross-bridge cycle is considered
ﬁrst, since it is key to analysis.
Under conditions of steady-state ATP hydrolysis, the mech-
anochemical cycle can be subdivided into groups of steps
close to equilibrium separated by irreversible or rate-limiting
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steps. Each exponential phase arises from a primary transition/
step in the cycle. The rules are straightforward for ordering
the sequence in which kinetic phases occur: Two kinetic
steps are linked and in the same group of reactions if they
are kinetically coupled (occur on the same timescale) or
equilibrium-coupled (fast steps equilibrate before slow steps)
to one another. They are in different groups if they appear
linked in only one direction by ﬂux through an irreversible
step. We show that tension generation functions alone in its
own group under our experimental conditions. Low concentra-
tions of Pi are used here to minimize the mass-action-driven
accumulation of intermediates before its release. A manifes-
tation of the effect of Pi is seen when simple two-state anal-
ysis of the effect of temperature on isometric tension fails
when Pi is added to a contracting ﬁber (24). As mentioned, Pi
depresses ﬁber stiffness and isometric tension signaling a
desaturation of the thin ﬁlaments by myosin. Rigor bridge
accumulation is minimized by maintaining low concentra-
tions of ADP. Mechanical coupling/cooperativity between
ensembles of cross-bridge states (27,34–36) is therefore mini-
mized under these conditions, which limit the concentration
of various actomyosin cross-bridge states. Populated weakly
or nonstereospeciﬁcally bound states without a signiﬁcant
stiffness signal are mechanically invisible—particularly so
in the absence of movement, a signature feature of T-jump
experiments. These properties, and the fact that thin ﬁla-
ments are saturated with myosin renders two-state tension
generation immune to inﬂuences like temperature-induced
changes in the distribution of adjacent intermediate states. If
they did, the system would not appear two-state.
Relationship between t3 and de novo tension
generation by t2
Rate data is required to exclude t3 (equivalent of the L-jump
phase 4, the slow asymptotic return to the prejump tension)
from tension generation to leave t2 as the sole de novo
tension generating step (1,10,16). We know from the t2 and
t3 amplitude data that the entire tension rise is generated
either by 1), a single, shared two-state transition; or 2), two
separate but identical two-state transitions. If the ﬁrst
assumption is true, the kinetics of the fastest phase t2 alone
will be two-state; if the second assumption is true, both t2
and t3 will show two-state behavior.
We ﬁrst modeled this phase as a rapid, temperature-
sensitive equilibrium early in the cycle separated from ten-
sion generation (t2) by a slow temperature-independent step
with the properties of t3 (16). However, the remarkable
discovery of a ﬁxed 1:0.75 ratio between the amplitudes of
t3 and t2 alluded to above, pointed to a stoichiometric,
cooperative link between t2 and t3 (1). We have hypothe-
sized that t3 reﬂects the diffusion-limited attachment of the
second head of myosin after tension generation by the ﬁrst
(1). Strain-dependent changes in subunit repeat of the thick
and thin ﬁlaments might also contribute to the phenomenon
(37,38). Whatever the exact mechanism, a pool of MDP
heads is a prerequisite for the functioning of t3. Direct
evidence for a large reserve population of detached MDP
heads prevented from interacting with thin ﬁlaments fully
saturated with myosin comes from Pi burst experiments
(39,40). At 20C in relaxed ﬁbers, the Pi burst is 1.0 with the
MDP state equal to the concentration of myosin heads.
During isometric contraction, the Pi burst drops to;0.5, and
with unconstrained acto-S1, it is zero. Thus, under our
conditions, roughly half the myosin heads are detached in the
MDP state with the other half bound to actin. The zero burst
with acto-S1 highlights the afﬁnity of the MDP intermediate
for actin, and the inhibitory constraints on the reaction in-
troduced by sarcomere structure. Without mechanical con-
straint by the structure of the sarcomere, there would be no
t3—it is important to note that the phase appears absent in
single molecule experiments (41). As mentioned, the loca-
tion of the tension-generating step in the cross-bridge cycle is
controversial. Opinion is divided as to whether the transition
occurs before (4–6), during (7,8), or after (9–13) Pi release.
As detailed in a series of articles (1,10–12,16), we favor a
mechanism in which tension generation occurs isolated from
the biochemistry as an isomerization between strongly-
bound AMD cross-bridge states.
Mechanism of tension generation
Experiment suggests that tension generation in muscle is an
endothermic order-disorder transition associated with the
slow component of the Huxley-Simmons phase 2 in L-jump
experiments and its equivalent, phase t2, in T-jump exper-
iments. This observation is in accord with calorimetric mea-
surements of heat absorption during phase 2 tension recovery
after a step-release in L-jump experiments (42). Here, we
consider speciﬁc physical properties of this reaction to gain
deeper insight into mechanism.
Rates of simple chemical reactions normally accelerate
with increasing temperature. In our experiments, tension gen-
eration follows normal Arrhenius behavior with k1 acceler-
ated by increasing temperature, while the reverse reaction
shows anti-Arrhenius behavior (negativeDHz) with k1 slowed
by increasing temperature. For simple reactions, transition-
state entropy values can be either negative or positive, but
transition-state enthalpy values are always positive. This
follows from the fact that bond-breaking energy is required
to reach the transition (saddle) state. Among all protein-
associated biological reactions, protein folding alone ex-
hibits the anti-Arrhenius kinetics we observe for the reversal
of tension generation, e.g., (43–46). Anomalous kinetics like
this are considered an intrinsic property of the high
complexity of protein folding process, not the breaking of
physical laws. At the macroscopic level, classical studies
correctly ascribed such behavior to differential changes in
the temperature-dependent heat capacities (DCp) of the
unfolded, transition and folded states (22). This treatment
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contrasts with the emerging ‘‘new view’’ of the mechanism
of protein folding based on energy surfaces or landscapes
that deﬁne protein folding as the progressive organization of
a large ensemble of unfolded states folding along a multi-
plicity of pathways (see (47) and references therein). At its
simplest, this energy landscape is often visualized as a funnel
with a wide mouth to symbolize the multitude of states
occupied by the unfolded state. The transition state is then
visualized as a reduced number of states situated part-way
down the funnel (i.e., not the classical rare high energy in-
termediate, but a ‘‘constriction’’ in the number of states),
with the native state occupying fewer microstates at the
funnel base. This microscopic formulation of the folding/
unfolding of a small protein provides deeper insight into
mechanism, and has recently led to a quantitative kinetic
formulation of the pathway. High resolution data of the two-
state folding of small proteins typically shows Arrhenius
plots with upward curvature for unfolding, and anti-Arrhenius
plots with downward curvature for folding e.g., (22,43,45).
These distinctive non-Arrhenius features have recently been
successfully simulated with multiple parallel pathways where
temperature differentially affects the number of microscopic
states populated by the unfolded, transition, and folded
states of the protein (48). Increasing temperature causes the
greatest increase in the number of unfolded microstates,
followed by the transition, and folded states in decreasing
order. This model is useful because it provides a concep-
tual framework for the conformational changes that could
mediate tension generation. Our Arrhenius plots exhibit
Arrhenius/anti-Arrhenius behavior, but not the curvatures—
simulation shows that a large DCp . ;2 kJ mol
1 K1
would be required to detect this curvature under our experi-
mental conditions. Empirically, the Arrhenius/anti-Arrhenius
plots we record (Fig. 5) with positive unfolding DHz values
and a negative folding DHz values most closely resemble
recent laser T-jump studies on the unfolding/folding of
protein tertiary structure (triple-helix (46)) and secondary
structure (a-helix (44,46) and a b-hairpin (49)). These var-
ious observations open up the possibility that a subclass
of endothermic order-disorder reactions, characterized by
multistate/multipathway kinetics, could function to create
the tension-generating state. It is intriguing to consider how
these insights might relate to the bending of the b-sheet core
of the myosin head, SH1-helix melting, and other associated
changes recently invoked in structural models of tension
generation (50,51).
In the swinging lever-arm mechanism of tension gener-
ation (2), the proximal catalytic domain of the myosin head
is ﬁrmly attached to actin, while the distal lever-arm domain
swings to generate tension and movement. Our ﬁndings
support this model by excluding movement of the catalytic
domain on actin during tension generation for the following
reason: Cross-bridge stiffness remains constant as the occu-
pancy of the pre-tension-generating and tension-generating
states changes with temperature. Contrary to a recent as-
sertion of ours (12), we ﬁnd ﬁber stiffness to be independent
of temperature at and above 5C when the correct tension-
temperature data of Fig. 1 is used to calculate absolute stiff-
ness values (unpublished). This conﬁrms literature reports
of decreased stiffness at low temperatures and a constant
stiffness at higher temperatures in rat muscle ﬁbers (33).
Collectively, these observations exclude (barring a compen-
satory structural change) large changes in bond strength
between the catalytic domain of myosin and actin when the
pre-force-generating state converts to the tension-generating
state on increasing ﬁber temperature. No change in stiffness
also excludes a subclass of folding/unfolding reactions from
tension generation. Thus, the direct functioning of helix-coil-
like transitions in which rigid helix unfolds to a tension-
generating, compliant, random-coil are excluded from function
(26). Thus, a conformational change involving local un-
folding of cross-bridge tertiary/secondary structure coupled
to the rigid body movements described in structural studies
(2) provides a plausible mechanism of contraction. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst example of the
adaptation of a conformational change involving Arrhenius/
anti-Arrhenius kinetics to function.
CONCLUSIONS
Under special experimental conditions, a causal relationship
exists between ﬁber tension and the kinetics of the T-jump
phase t2. By extension, this ﬁnding applies to phase 2slow, a
subcomponent of the classical L-jump Huxley-Simmons
phase 2, which has been fundamental to the study of tension
generation in muscle for over 35 years. Single-step two-state
tension generation ﬁts a mechanism in which the power-
stroke is a mechanical property of the tension-generating
state, an observation entirely consistent with single molecule
experiments on striated muscle myosin in which tension is
produced in an abrupt single step (41). Two-step tension
generation with smooth muscle myosins and other myosins
(52), consisting of a major step and a control substep, would
be a functional elaboration on this basic theme. Thus, single-
step tension generation appears to be the canonical mech-
anism for tension generation. As mentioned earlier, various
kinetic observations strongly indicate that this transition
occurs between AMD states (1,10–12,16). Arrhenius behav-
ior for tension generation and anti-Arrhenius behavior for its
reversal show a process related to protein unfolding. It there-
fore appears likely that a multistate/multipathway confor-
mational change that resembles protein unfolding/folding,
mediates tension generation in the actomyosin cross-bridge.
At physiological temperatures, force production is thus
potentiated by the acceleration of the forward rate constant of
tension generation, and a counter-slowing of the reverse rate
constant of tension generation, by increasing temperature. It
also implies that raising ﬁber temperature will serve to con-
centrate cross-bridges in the tension-generating state, aiding
structural studies of this otherwise elusive intermediate.
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